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A lot of the lettered was cut this issue, and next ish may see a change in the format of this zine. I was considering trying to 
get HOCUS out monthly perhaps, with much smaller Issues. But it’s 
only a thought, nothing definite now. There will be more letters in 
next issue, I have a whole bundle that weren’t used now. But at 
least I’m keeping this under 30 pages. Yes, the Pitt-con was, fun 
wasn’t it?



DECKINGER’S

DRIVEL

Last issue was pretty much of an experiment to determine just 
how fans felt about a sine bare of all illos, and free from a page
consuming, ego-boo-blurting, editorials Besides,. the idea for that 
gag cover on #14 had been gnawing ferociously at my mind and I simply 
could not Ignore it. Now the situation has shifted--slightly. Ad
orning the cover we have an illo by that renowned stenciled craft
sman Dave Prosser, and adorhing this page, you have me. 

You just can't win, can you.
The heavy paper I used on the cover last time (and this time), 

while it looks expensive, I imanaged to pick up at a ridiculously cheap 
price. The interiour consists no longer of the " swamp-scum-green" as 
Art Rapp ' calls it, but ij simply green paper from which the swamp 
scum has been distilled cut.

Every issue is published at an undeterminate time in a manner 
which I have no prior control. Some fan-eds^ I am told, can sit down 
for one day, casually type up three stencils, put them away, the foll
owing day type up a few more, etc. Not me-~when I begin on new issue 
I can’t rest till it has been completed. What little sleep I do get is 
plagued with nightmares of giant mimeos and receding calendars (a Frue- 
dian touch, no doubt, indicating the days shipping past),

I’ve always liked long letter columns in any zine I get, even 
my own. Which is why the lettercol in this issue takes up around half 
the issue. No, nothing will deter me from doing this—my policy is 
that a lettercol can be the life-blood of the zine, the one redeeming 
factor of it. Therefore, I like long lettercols, and it will do no 
good to request that". I shorten them.

Also, my rude interruptions with in the letters themselves will 
consist of double paraenthesis like:(( and:)). No more of the j and 
even if other zines use:(( and :)) as well, I don’t Bare, they loolf 
better and don’t establish a standard symmetry. ’ Also, I’m dispensing 
withiMd in those interjections. If you don’t know who is writing them, 
then you don’t deserve to read them.

There’s a slight possibility that this will be handed out at 
the Pitt-con. I can guarantee nothing here, but if I do go to the 
Pitt-con (and I’m all prepared to) and if I do manage to complete this 
issue before I leave (which I might or I might not) the chance exists 
i’ll bring along enough copies to hand out at the con. There are pl
enty of fen I know who’ll be there I’m anxious to meet, so very little 
stands in my way. There’s also the matter of the postage that would 
be saved by handing this out there. I’m trying to keen this issue un* 
der 30 pages, but there’s little indication that 1*11 succeed.

A few weeks ago I was attending a nearby Art theatre in Irving
ton which alternates between showing wuality foreign films and sexy 
foreign films. The feature that night was Fern and elJ s "The Sheep Has 
5 Legs" a hilarious french comedy, and Clouzet’ s "Diabolique" which I 
missed when it first came out, and had been trying like the devil to 
get to see it again. The shocker at the end did carry an impact, per
haps not as great as would be expected, having seen so many pictures 
along this line, but it was interesting, to see Simone Signoret in 

(continued on p.12) ’ .
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by Alan Dodd

L. Ron Hubbard
Ah, the name conjures up memories of some of the finest exam- ... 

pies of science fiction and fantasy from the past—THE SLAVES OF 
SLEEP, the DOC METHUSELAH stories and countless other first class ex
amples of writing. But what has happened to him since? The truth 
is quite as fantastic as anything he ever wrote about in any of his., 
stories. ,

L. Ron Hubbard is in England these days—but there, that’s 
not the beginning of the story.

Dr, Lafayette Ronald Hubbard does not write science fiction 
anymore. He doesn’t need to; he Is one of the world’s wealthiest 
’’doctors”. Although he has no medical qualifications, he claims he 
can cal himslef a doctor because of a science degree he once took* 
In an American university. He discovered, or created sclentology 
and dlanetics" and these have made him ’ considerable piles of money. 
For those not versed in his arts, his theory is that by helping people 
to find out all about themselves,tensions can be relelved, and almo
st any disease or Illness be cured. He and other scientologists have 
trained patients in much the same way that a psychiatrist questions a 
patient on a consulting room couch. The main difference is that an 
instrument of Hubbard’s called an ME-Meter" is brought into play. .

With this instrument Hubbard beleives that patients can find 
out about their earlier lives, regressions, and histories stretching 
back millions of years into the past. In one of his books on the • 
subject, there are 42 different case histories of people who previous 
UVes were revealed, one of them learning that some trillion years 
ago he had been a manta ray... .

The Hubbard Electrometer, or The E-Meter is a box-like meter,
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fitted with two metal electrode at the end of a pair of lead wires. 
There is a visible dial which measures the reactions of the patient; 
from which readings the scientologists can tell whether or not they’re 
telling the truth, and quite a lot about their past life and troubles* 
This E-Meter is being sold by, the London Headquarters of the Hubbard 
Association of Scientologists International which is situated at Fitz
roy Street* off Tottenham Court, London, W,1 for 36 pounds* or roughly 
one hundred dollars an instrument. ;•

Tottenham Court Road Itself, joining this address is the home 
of several firms specializing in electrical and war surplus equiptment, 
among which may be found many slmlldf,t highly sensitive measuring dials, 
of the type used in the E-Metcr, and selling for around 30 dollars ap
iece. The only known official use for these devices is measuring 
voltage, resistance, current, radios, etc,etc.

Not that the E—Meter is a new machine by any means, as it was 
in use in, the late 1890s by ■psychologists experimenting with the reactions' of people to different words and phrases. But it was discarded 
when the device was proven to do little more than measure pressure 
placed upon the metal handlea.

A Harley Street psychiatrist, when faced with Hubbards book on 
Scientology was reported as saying that the evidence of past lives 
was, in actual fact the rambling fantasies of people suffering from 
mental illnesses and psychiatric strains and that there was an unusual 
repitlon of torture themes with someone in each ease hold in bondage, 
inflicted with pain, or dying a violent death and whereas it was good 
for patients to get such things out of their systems, the. scientologists 
could do incalculable harm to their patients through lack of knowledge.

Hubbard is also experimenting further in the world of plants 
which he is convinced can really hate, especially runner and string 
beans. He claims that if a pin were driven into a cabbage it would 
cringe in surprised anger, and his experiments prove plants arc 
really the same as humans. He recently broke off a leaf from a sweet 
com plant, and, on looking at the indicator fixed to the plant it 
showed the plant was clearly dying. When a pin was stuck into a ner
vous area, the plant developed a neurosis and within 3'days' was dead. '. 
Hubbard is certain all plants can experience and respond to emotions 
in various ways.

Cranky? Who knows for sure? Let’s take a glimpse at how this 
has affected the life of L. Ron Hubbard.

He has scientology centers in almost all parts of the world, in 
London, Washington, Melbourne, Aukland, Johannesburg, Los Angeles, and 
Paris, while he hilmself lives in luxury in England. His current 
address Is St. Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, where he 
lives with a staff of 15 in a place that used to be the home of the 
Maharajah of Jaipur*. The selling price is estimated at more than 
66,000 dollars.

There’s money in science fiction it’s true.
But there’s more money in science. .
Especially scientology,

—Alan Dodd
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FOUI
DAY by Greg Benford

An old fan with a crumpled hat and faded suit sat in the rail
road station. There was a train on the tracks and the pros were get- 
ing in it. The baggage men hurried on before them, carrying their 
suitcases for nickels and dimes. The BNFs got on, heading in before 
the rest to get the best seats and not scratch the smooth leather of 
their suitcases, and the lackeys and small-timers followed them* 
But the old fan sat without moving. ■

He was . waiting. His own bag, looking cheap and beat-up next 
to the ones the baggage men were carrying, sat at his side. The type
writer was there too. but the case was new-looking, because he never 
carried it much. He'd always had another stencil to cut, or something. 
And when the old fan got to New York he would probably have to sell 
it anyway; Campbell told him editors didn’t liko that type-face*

It was a jungle, he thought, a jungle of oily -typewriter keys 
and cheap bond paper. Before he’d even been there, the old fan hated 
it.

"Where did you come from?" I asked him.
"From the Burbee-Laney says," he said, and smiled. He was an 

old fan, really old, and it gave him pleasure, "Been at it for years."
"Oh," I said with only half-interest in my voice,
"Yes," he said," I was the last one. The only fan left in the 

slan shack. I stayed, you see, mimeographing the new fanzines. The 
young fans loved me for that. I was always ready to mlmeo their stuff. 
Convention propoganda, annishes, monthly zines, SAPS and FAPA and OMPA 
zines. And I was the very last one."

I was watching the pros get on the train. I wondered what it. 
felt like to write, and not to have to work. They got on, one by one, 
with their bright new suitcases and slick raincoats and laughed at 
each other1s jokes. ,

"How long have you been there in the slan shack?" I asked, and 
then wished I'd called It "1916 Burlington" or whatever the address was, 
since "slan shack" sounded like a neo. No one said that anymore.

"Years'.' I watched them come and go, I watched their fanzines 
and I read them all. The first copy off the mlmeo was always mine,"

He smiled again.
"My fanzine was the best. Always the best in the slan shack. 

Ever since I* moved in I've been on top, i’ll have to leave that be
hind, too."

"Leave it behind?" I said.
"They told me around the East, pros don’t deb fannish things any

more. They're all writers now, all the fans turned pro, I left the 
mlmeo and the stencils and some paper. The stencils and the paper will 
be used, but the mlmeo always stays."

"There are no more of you left?" I asked, while I watched the 
pros get on the train, and the Red Caps carry their bags. They looked 
almost like fans, with those funny little hats. Like fans out of some 
cartoon by Ray Nelson with the stupid caps and tired looks on their 
faces, following the pros around and taking small tips,

"Only me. When I*m gone the old days will he gone too. The 
mlmeo is all that is left.
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"You’re finally going with them, then?"
He looked at me, "Yes, I’m going. All four days of the con

vention I tried. The years of small sales and signed rejection slips 
and friendly, encouraging notes added up...and I’m going. I hope they 
take good care of the mimeo."

"What was it? An A.B. Dick?" I asked him. I wondered If he had 
any trouble with slip-sheeting, like I had on mine. ,

"Yes. I won’t have any need for it, but. I hope they don’t give 
it too much ink. That never was good for it. Sometimes the ink would 
drip down into the bottom and mess everything up."

"An A.B. Dick la a good machine," I said. "They last a long 
time." ...

"I hope so. It stayed there for.years, churning out the fan
zines. The rest of it will be gone, but the A*B, Dick will stay there 
for years and years. I don’t really want to go* but all the pros live 
in New York now. The slan shack can do without me now. There’s 
not a lot of real fans there anymore, just a bunch of fringe people. 
But I can’t take the mlmeo with me—not to New York,"

His smile was gone.
The train was about to leave, and I saw some other fans at the 

other end of the station. They were walking back to the con hotel, 
in the other direction, for a last ' look around.

"Well, goodbye," I said, "Good luck out there." I stood up 
and left, but he didn’t notice me.

I walked away, thinking about all the convention slogans of this 
year, and the things they would mean to the old fan that they meant 
to no one else. And I remembered the train station, as the people 
got on, and the way the fans-turned-pro looked at the convention, 
the fannish looking Red Caps, and the fact that an A.B. Dick will last 
a long time. . ‘ .

PROLOGUE: This was first printed in Tom Reamy’s CRIFANAC, but 
has since, been altered quite a bit. It is, in part, a satire on all 
the "old and tired fan" stories, and to emphasize this, it was first 
written in a pseudo-Hemingway style. However, it also says something 
which I beleive no longer applies in fandom—in a way, it is a post
mortem for the fan-turned*pro, because currently, he doesn’t seem to 
exist. And perhaps he never will again. Anyway, I thought it might 
bear pointing out.

—Grog Benford
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Ia write beat with the taper going, I find the''fluxing.of nag*. 
netlG and-electrets currentsconducive to thinking f armlshly' phil- 
osphic. How high the dream of fandom, with: the greatest peaks yet to 

, ascend* because the fahnlsh mind is an additive to the ordinary mind 
like a power for telepathy or '^teleportation* andyet is infinitely; 
more useful than either, because it makes, the unreasonable seem the 
most reasonable of things. The zap gun. and■beanie are practically-' 
dead, fandom has outgrown, them,. ;«5elrreasonablenessWas their doom* 
It is reasonable to greet,your enem$ with a deluge of cold water and 
brandish your coat of arms in his face* It is thoroughly unreasonable, 
is it not* to greet him with ahandshake and cordial words? Yet f an- 
dom is learning to do just that* The days of. funding are over and 
may never return. Fans may disagree* but no longer Senselessly* dis
agreements now seem to acceptbasic premise.of mutually agreed-on 
matters. I had that' classic Sandfield/lnchmery fued in mind then I 
wrote those last f ew words* I was astounded When f en* instead of fly

. Ing to the support of one side or the otheri; jumped in and said to 
stop the whole thing* pontlfically, as did Eric Bentcliffe, or man-to
man* aS did Dick Schultz, In short, instead of building up barricades 
and stocking up munitions I had to tear them down* and now neither of 
the participants is in fandom anymore* and , peace prevails*

There is a moral in all this that is not hard to find* It 
is the old story of the body and its members* In ancient days, so 
says the proverb, the legs complained that they were sick of carrying 
the Idle stomach, the arms complained that they were tired- of preparing 

... f ood f or itf-so they went-ojt strike • and-refueed'- to - de ■ anything- more* 
but in double quick time they learned that the idle stomach had an 
important duty. So it is with fandom* The early quarrels are now 
done away with* and a maturity has come. This is not because the 
feeding fen are againg, even the neofen are a more mature type than 

.. before, and some into fandom with a fairly solid background of science 
fiction* as was indicated to me by the interest and comment that ■ 
Terry Jeeves* article aroused* when Terry listed his favorite W and 
reasons for his choice. The discussion has waxed fast and. furlour and 
I don’t expect to hear the end of it for a while. Almost every let

. ter I’ve had has mentioned it at length* In fact* I*d go as far as to 
say that fandom has rediscovered Even so short as a year or so » 
ago John W. Campbell’s title, changing of ASF would have gone without 
almost any comment* . Today' the fuss hasn’t even died down yet and

’ fandom still smoulders with a vague resentment. :
So now that fandom is maturing, what is there for it to do?

Well* quite obviously when a religon has overcome its initial troubles 
’ its next step is to go. out and bring in converts* Fandom has much tw 

offer, much more than the beatnioks, foi? example > for it offers the 
seemingly paradoxical ability to be respectable and live a convention- ,■ 
al life, and yet have a mind with freshly original and different ideas.



For when it is considered that only children need te dress up to play 
a game, adults can do the whole thing in their Binds, and, as I saifc 
the zap-gun and beanie, once the uniform of fandom, are gone* I r@wf 
oall at the Worldaon in London everyone was soberly dressed, and the * 
clash of intellects was more like the delicate duel of rapiers, then • 
the wildly berserk swinging of broadswords* The Hieronymous maahlhee 
on display were examined and ' tested^hritieelly and dismissed at length, 
and no one tried silly tricks like improving the suet ion of the con
tact plates with beer* The Worldoon attracted the attention of the- 
British Broadcasting Corporation and their television programme ;Tonightfi 
ran an interview with John W, Campbell which everyone praised _ 
ly* So now that we have solid evidence to offer, we can start 
inviting people to come aong and be one of us for we are very respect® 
able now* For our minds have gone free* < • •

The free mind is the'"grea^esi asset to a fa®. A mind capable of 
producing intelligent comments on books and music is capable of ta
king an interest in the outside world without being swayed by the bar
rage of propoganda and commerc ials that the ordinary man f inds dif
ficult to resist, and yet resents them* AsAsimov’s Mule remarked; 
"The human Mind resents control"* The way to resist control is to 
have something like Kim did when Lurgan tried te hypnotize him in 
Kipling* s story, he fled into the multIplibation table. That* s all 
right for a schoolboy, but speaking personally, I’m so used to using 
a slide rule that I wouldn’t know how. to multiply twelve by thir
teen* But my mind can readily take refuge in fandom. The only tr
ouble is that the refuge israei^cmfortable,' I’m. often reluctant to 
come out* ■ .. ■ ■ . ' ■ .

■ So then we have the High Breams of Fandom in their proper light, 
the, complete dissassoclatlon of the thinking mind for the pressures 
of the 'normal world so that it id free to pursue to their end ail the 
fascinating speculations that offer themselves for consideration. 
The old sense of Wonder, has perhaps gone, but in its place is 
something better, the reasoned thinking of a mature group of minds*

—Alan Burns

It is amazing, nevertheless, how many people have felt called 
upon to voice the moat authoritative opinions about the effects of 

obscene" writings> including law-enforcement officers, educators, 
clergymen, hpuseWives^ women’s clubs, men’s fraternal organizations—’ 
in short, all those who are least qualified to give an authoritative 
opinion on a subject of such confusing dimensions and such width 
of scope, but who, because of their own deep emotional involvement, 
hate felt no hesitation in expounding “ex cathadra” and with omnis
cient finality on the matter. Among them have even been a few members 
of the behavorial sciences, though we can say to the credit of pro- 
fessionaa groups such ad psyGholbgists, psychiatrists, and sociol- 
©gists, who would be best qualified to give such opinions, that very 
few have ventured to do so. . ‘

--Pornography and the Law, by Drs. Hiyllls and Ebhard Kron- ' 
hausen,page 262. ......
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By rjadi Blott
....^ , * i < . '■ .

> i-.'' .4 ea<t deal Pf..‘ strife1 arises, -over We’’- lack Of-' neos to be ■ broken
into.:fandom properly* ... The fault.' behind 'tbla- lies not ln':'-itee'.e:Apt<brid 

a f ansinep,.-and ^cori^a'Pcndene^'ineus: acquire^ but in our school system. 
It is in kindergarten and grade school that potential adtifen are 
brainwashed with an lnfantlldj' andfallacious1 aspect of science flat*

One of the most dastardly of the authors of this fifth is a 
. one time prostitute ifliose house of business bears the name of "Moth

er Goose Melodies" • Proof of this comes from her odlleetioh of porn
ography bearing the same title as her business establl^aKeht* May I cite an example: , -

"There was an old woman who lived in a shoe. 
She had so many Children she...*"

Heed I say more? Her occupation is verified by the above* , 
> Despite her occupation, which is rather frowned upon by society— 
depending of course, which: society you speak of, her filthiest pro
ductions from a faanlsh are the fallacies she engages. In her* amutty.

, little satires and Parodies, A notable example of this may Be found 
in her space travel ode: ■ • • - '.........

• ( "Hey diddle, diddle
The Oat and the fiddle,

• The cow jumped ©Ver the moon**," v. /
Mhat greater fallacy is there than a cow nimbly jumping over the 

. moon, without pressure suit and rocket? A second portion of her space 
„ travel misinformlties concerns hydroponics: •

"Misstress Mary, quite contrrary, .
■■ . ■ • ■ ■ How does your garden grow? : - ■ ’ ’■' ; ,

. - Withcockle-shells, and silver bells, 1
. And pretty, maids all in a row*" ‘ .

As a whole, very few science fiction writers, outside-of Aldous 
Huxley, have conceded that life may be formed from a test-tube, or 
in this case, a hydroponics tube, ' That this keeper of hydroponics, 
&&& Mistress Mary, is employed by Mother Goose, may or may not be 
an accurate report, but it does form frightening ideas* *

Oh there Is much, much more. Her take-off on "The Hunchback of 
VW. degrading of the poor* fellow, i«m sure he thinks n H M w w w ti h w • n tt h n ti n n nft u n itfrwn niThw h n tt nil njth w w girw w to w fl whii n tt tin » nttnn S itimmtt 

' ■ ■■ ■ ■ .’'‘Or .. hxhT. service ' ■ <
Edinburg, Tex—A young Catholic priest was Charged with the at

, tempted rape of a 20 vear old college coed as she knelt ih prayer in a 
parish church. Authorities also disclosed the 27 year, old clergyman 
had been questioned extensively about the rape-slaying three weeks 
later of a South Texas beauty" queen who disappeared after sbp? left? ■ 
home to attend Easter eve services at another church in the area*

--The Newark Star-Ledger *
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none too kindly of her for refering t© hin as a little crooked man, 
with a crooked cat, living in a crooked house, with a crooked fence.

By far, ’the greatest stab at fgndom itself is her cut at TAFF 
Granted there has been sone discussion concerning the TAFF system now 
no^basis for this^61* °P nOt ** 8houl<1 be Ghan5ed» but that gives her

Bissy-cat, pussw-cat, where 'have you been? 
I ve been to London to look at the Queen, 
Pussy-cat, pussy-cat, what did you do there?

_ 4 a , * frightened a little mouse, under a chair,”
This is obviously a ridicule of three phases of fandom. First 

she criticizes fen who keep feline pets in their Second she
Insults their intelligence by saying that they would vis>b- th» Queen 
rather than attend an Anglo-con. And third, this business abotrv 
£££®iV'eni,?s a fflouse is surely a play upon words, intimating that thv 
BNF who wins the TAFF poll gets bigheaded and snaps back at little, 
misinformed neos. *

There are the times that try fen’s souls. We face a grave sit
uation here in America. Our children will attend schools that will 
warp their minds and create within them a false perse pctlve of fan
dom. What can be done? The answer lie® irtthln the hearts of fen ev
erywhere; let us hope it is expounded before it is too late. For I 
know not what course others may take; but as for me, give me fandom 
or give me death.

—Bill Plott

oOodoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoO 
Editorial—continued

a role that fit her almost as well as her part in "Room at the Top”. 
I wonder if her recent award will be enough to tempt; her away from 
fcrrAlgn films to American films designed to exploit her. Anthony 
Quinn has fallen into a similar pitfall, and though he’s won no 
Academy awards, he deserved one for "La Strada". There was a hum
orous note to this showing too. In between films, the trailers to 
two particular sexy films compromising the next double-bill were shown. 
The first was Love by Appointment" a german film about call girls 
with some revealing sequences. This was paired with a french film 

Unwed Mothers" which was listed as "a sympathetic portrayal of those 
who are shunned by society". See "Unwed Mothers", the sign on the 
screen blared in almost audible tones. Then the screen went blank 
for a second and Immediately afterwards a notice was flashed bn read
ing that the judging for the "Miss Irvington" contest would be held 
next week,. Coupled so closely as these were, It seemed as if some 
sort of connection existed, and I couldn’t help bursting out laughing 
at this. Nor was I the only one either.

And speaking of fll®s, Alfred Hitchcock’s new PSYCHO (which 
should be seen by every fan because it’s based on a Bloch novel any
way) belongs on your "do not miss" list. I would have liked to give 
this an extensive review In NEW FRONTIERS, but it would /have been 
impossible without revealing the ingenuis and different plot, which 
is something I didn’t want to do, just yet. As further proof of it’s 
value, it’s the first Hitchcock film, I beleive, to earn an "X” cert
ificate in England, and surely the best. Matter of fact, I predict 
this film will be remembered for the same reason "The Cabinet of Dr, 
Caligarl"ls, By all means see it, —Mike Deckinger .
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PS/CnC in i'll” xaview) —>■ by Len Moffat j

PSYCHO. Produced and Mirco tad by. Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by 
Joseph Stefano. Based on tiao novel by R*O*3*3D*a*T B»L*O*C*H. |L 
Paramount releases Starring Anthony Perkins, Vera Miles, John Gav
in, John McIntire and Janet Leigh. .

. , . . „ s, ...a... f,s : ? ... / . . . .. . ;.

. This is one time when the •reviewer hopes that his readers 
have seen the film (er read the book) before reading the review, Met 
that I intend to give a. blow-by-blow account of the plot-;-and bloody 
blows they were tool—nor will I. ignore Mr. Hitchcock’s request not 
to give away the ending* ("It’s th© only one we have.") But in order 
to discuss the film in dome detail it will be necessary to refer to 
the plot as well as the ending, and even a very vague reference of thia 
kind tends sometimes to irk those who have not yet seen or read the 
item in question. ,

For instance, it is very interesting to compare the first 
scene with the very last scene. The picture begins with an air view 
of Phoenix, Arizona. The camera moves into a closeup of a hotel win
dow, and then "enters” the hotel room Itself--to reveal Janet Leigh, 

, attired in a bra and slip, snoggling on a bed with John Gavin, who 
is also In a state of semi-undress. It is obvious that they have 
been there for sometime, doing what comes naturally. From this slow, 
semi-torrid beginning, which out of context (or, say, as a scene in 
almost any other movie) would seem quite unoriginal, considering the 
dialogue which establishes that Gavin is the poor but honest owner of 
a hardware store in a small town in California, and that Miss Leigh 
is a poor but honest working girl in an office, both of them desir
ing marraige, but too poor to beleiVe that two can live as cheaply 

. as one. This immediately picks up in pace and suspense, presenting 
and developing a situation of unexpergated hofror,. augmented by a .

, fine score, and general excellence in direction, acting, camera work, 
sets, and special“effects. All of which leads us—but ndt gently I— 
to the final scene where we discover Anthony Perkins sitting all alone 
in a bare room, wrapped In a blanket, and smiling,... (Actually this 
is not the final scene in the film, but it is the "last scene” as

. far as the main character is concerned, and fades out into the fin- 
.U. scene, which does not detract in the least, and Which, in effect, 
ties up the"loose ends", for the benefit of those viewers who want
nothing left up to conjecture.)

Wat comes between those two seemingly unrelated situations 
(hot love and marital frustration as opposed to a"smiling man" sit
ting all alone in a room) is more than worth the price of admission. 
True, any’ competent writer could dream up a story to tie these two 
scenes together, but, aS we . all know—Bloch isn’t just a competent 
writer—he is Superb, And so is Hitchcock, for producing a film which 
follows the book so closely In every detail.

There are some minor changes from the book, but, none of than 
detract in the least from the enjoyment of the film. As I recall, the 
book was layed in the Midwest, and the film version takes place in 
Arizona and California, I suppose for the sake of -convenience. A 
policeman figures largely in the forepart of the Tilm. I don*t 
recall this charactor in the novel, but his presence in the Til© does 
help to add to the suspense.

Perhaps the major "change made in the film version was the 
fact that the charactor played by Perkins was, in the book, a paunchy ' 
middle-aged man. The film version of the charactor is exactly the
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same in personality and motivation as the book character, except for the 
age difference, and Perkins does such an excellant job of portraying . 
the charactor, that objecting to making the charactor a younger man 
would be pure carping,

A local newspaper reviewer implied that Perkins’ "stock would 
go down” for playing this role, that Hitchcock had done the young act
or a disservice by casting him in this role, I can’t .agree with the 
idea, not at all. On the contrary, the role proves that Perkin’ sis 
capable of playing something else besides his usual "nice guy” roles, 
and should establish him as an actor, as well as a personality. Actu
ally, it was "type casting" in that the outward appearence of the 
charactor was one of innocence, a man tied to his mother* s apron strings, 
'a homebody, a square, but then it was also a "dual role" for Perkins, 
as there was more to this charactor than the outward appearence....

Two items connected with this film intrigue me, one of them in 
reference to Perkins. I wonder how many fans noted the general resem
blance between Perkins and one Wilson (Bob) Tucker-- the younger Tucker, 
of course. (Thodgh for all I know, Bob may look the same as he did 
back in ’46 at the Paclficon, which is the only time I ever saw him 
in person.) One can almost beleive that for once the writer had some
thing to do with selecting the cast. What a ploy, what a fannish gag...

And speaking of the writer’s influence in the movie version 
brings us to the second item. We all know that Bloch came out to Cal- 
iforhia to work with Hitchcock on the filming of PSYCHO. I had assumed 
that he would be doing the actual sceipt, perhaps in conjunction with 
some other screenwriter. But the credits reveal.that the screenplay 
is by one Joseph Stefano, based on Bloch’s novel. However.....take an
other look at the name..,.Joseph Stefano. Could it be a Blochish ver
sion of our old friend "Joe Fan”? Stf or stef have been around for 
years as abbreviations for science flotion.••.well, let’s face it..,, 
in this Instance, the "screenwriter’s" name is almost too coincidental 
to be true. I can see Hitchcock going along with the gag too. No 
skin off his nose is the writer wants to use a pseudo for part of his 
work, and not have his name appear in the credits twice.,..

So much for conjecture. The film itself leaves nothing to the 
imagination—unless one wishes to dwell at great length on the conflict— 
the inner, mental conflict—experienced by the psycho, and thus go 
psycho himself. It’s a gripper, a screaming meemy, a horror piece 
worthy of the accolade"classic"here and now. Not for impressionable 
kiddles, or people with weak hearts or tender tummies. No punches are 
pulled, but unlike the grossly obvious "horror” films done by less tal
ented producers, the grotesque and gruesome business is done in what 
can only be described as an artistic manner. Artistic in the true 
sense of the word, not "arty”, mind you.

Bloch is Superb, and Bloch combined with Hitchcock Is doubly 
Superb. That ruling that everyone must see this film from the beginning 
is to be commended, and .certainly it is a picture worth standing in 
line to see, ,

—Len Moffat
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A F I E R G L 0 V 
by Hike Deck Inger

This is not a con-report.
It could not be. Since I’ve been *home from the con, at least 

ten hours as I type this, I don’t think I could possibly write an 
adequate con-report giving all my feelings towards it.

So rather, this will just be things I feel that went on at the 
Pitt-con which are worth mentioning. This should also satisfy those 
who have been demanding more Deekinger in HOCUS.

First of all, allow me to explain the illo on p.13. As the 
credit indicates it is by Prosser and Cornell. While I was there Joni 
Cornell (who is a dashing, wild, sexy blonde) offered to do some art . . 
for me on an unused stencil that she had, So we went into another room 
and without benefit of either a drawing plate or stylus she set to 
work drawing the nude with the times dahcing around her. Incidental
ly, my ball-point pen was used,, in lieu of the stylus. When she had 
gotten through most of the girl’s anatomy Dave Prosser came in with his 
wife and took over, rendering the girl's hands, the flames, and the BEM 
at the left of the illo, .

Then a day or so later I invited Joni up to (well actually it 
was down to my room, since my room was on the tenth floor and we were 
on the seventeenth) my room, and mentioned that I was going to dp a 
pseudo-con report for the next HOCUS called “<ftermath". After think
ing this over for awhile she decided that since the fire Was in great 
profusion in the picture, "Afterglow" might be a more suitable title. 
So while I lay on my bed thinking lecherous thoughts she drew in the 
title and then left (probably to kiss Wally Wber),

Mike Quill and his puppets pretty well vetoed my chances of trave
ling to Pittsburgh by train, when the called a strike on the Penn, Rail
road, so a Greyhound it was, for 8 tiresome hours.

This being my first World-con I wasn’t prepared for what might 
go on, such as seeing the large sign on the Penn-Sheraton marquee, 
WELL WORD SCIENCE FICT. CONV. as the bus turned down Grant St. Nor 
was I prepared for the fans that lurked around at every corner, though 
I guess Walter Breen of New York was the first one I saw. I checked 
in, jut my stuff ©way in the room, and weht up to the 17th floor 
where everything *a« really going bin.

I’ve stayed in more motels than hotels, so while the room it
self did not exactly live up to my motel standards, the con rooms 
definitely did. I thought the arrangement of personal and equiptment 
up there was very well laid out. Since I was on the non-artists 
group of the Art Show I wandered. Into the*art 4*oom where Bjo and a 
few little helpers where putting the finishing touches bn the walls® 
I simply could not get over the fact that everyone else there was a 
fan, indeed, everyone on the whole 17 th floor was a fan. It is a 
rare thing for me to see so many fans together. I sat down there on 
some window sill, wondering Why Bjo didnTt.have the flaming red hair * 
that I always imagined she would, and I think it was Ted Johnstone 
who remarked that I was one third of the Infernal Triangle. I never 
got to find out who the other 2/3 were, or even what the Infernal r 
Triangle was but it gave me something to think over those days.

. ' Some people I met by just glahding at their, name-cards (or at •
their wrists, as in the case of Dick Schultz whom I recognized immed
iately).
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Others showed that they immedlately knew me by glancing at my 
name card, whlk.e I in turn had. no idea whom they might be* One morn
ing I was passing a hall when a rather husky man caught me short in 
a gesture which I took to be friendly, but he was wearing no name 
plate at} the time, a nd X hadn’t the slightest idea ifeo he might be* 
Sb I, thrust out my Program book and asked him to sign it. It turn* 
ed out he was Dave Grosser, who had come to the con with his wife, 
Dave was also one of the few who turned out the way I imagined he

* would.
' How I had never met a great majority of the fen fet the cop, 

.... «<•» though I knew, or.knew of, just about all. Xt was fun to build 
up mental images as to how I assumed these people would look* and it 
was even mobe fun to learn how wrong I was for the most part* Cer
tain fen like Ted .Johnstone, Dick Schultz, Bill Plott, etc. looked 
younger than.1 expected, Joe Fekete, who says he’s 19, doesn’t look 
like he’s a day over 14« 'Other turned out the wrong way, like Bruce 
Pelz whom I’m quite Certain I never would have recognised had he not 
worn his name, plate, or Jim Harmon, who just didn’t look the way 
Jim Harmon should. Eric ..Bentcliff e seemed rather small* in contrast 
to Don Ford Who made such an impression, particularly with his height, 
When he was in England several months ago. Harlan Ellison was a 
riot, I don’t think I’Ve ever encounibred a. hotter spontaneous ad- 
libber, or'a person, who is so .adept at setting up a spar1’'” *. 
hilarious new personality as the vehicle for delivering some lust/ 
monologue or jokes (What has 100.0 legs and can’t walk? Five hundred 
children with polio. What’s the difference between a hormone and a 
vitamin? You can’t hear a vitamin)* He, Garrett, and Asimov were 
probably the liveliest fun makers at the whole con. It was unfortun
ate that Bloch wasn’t there* he would have fit in perfectly with the 
bunch. ' , ’ .. .... .... '■■ ■-■,• ■= ' '■ ‘ ■' ■ . ■

There were many times. I regretted having not brought my camera* 
but probably the biggest loss was at the costume ball which introd
uced to me some o^ the weirdest, most cleverly put together, and sex- 
lest costumes I’ve ever seen. Sylvia White definitely deserved some 
sort of her award in her abbreviated bikini, for either the sexiest 
cdstume or perhaps being the bravest female there. Bjo was delight
ful in her green outfit with the two pony tail, as V she described to 
me in an elevator ("one on her head and the other where a pony tail 
usually Is found”. She also put a little cartoon on my name plate dur
ing the fan play, showing a small-fan with a three propeller beanie 
carrying a stack of zines and saying boastfully"I*m not a neo", for 
which I’m eternally gratefully. Earl Kemp’s silver and spangled out
fit was easily the most alien-looking there. The silver tinge to his 
face gave him the appearence of being a fugitive from a monster 
film and had he advanced on the street, he would have created quite 
a stir. Equally amusing was the postumes worn by the Curtis family 
picturing the senses: Sense of wonder, sense of beauty, sense of ?, and 
the necessary 35-50 cents. ...

. There was also one character there in a Dracula outf it with 
a black cape, pallid face, and Lugos.i-type expression* who didn’t 
win anything* but did cause a lot of fun. I was standing by a • bar 
In the ballroom when Dracula came oVer to the bartender, who did not 
seem in to good a mood, due to constantly darting around trying to 
serve anyone. ..

"What’ll you have?" he asked Dracula tlredly.
, For almost a full moment Dracula said nothing, byit- just staged. ' i

Then, he intoned in a heavy voice: ;
■■ ■■ • "Blood," • - • .. ■. ... ' \. • .
................................. ■ ।
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What else could a self-respecting vampire have said to a Question like that? 5
„„ « 1 originally bought no costume to the masquerade ball, but

»arren, who publishes help and Forry’s FMoF called out me and three , 
others and . gave us monster masks, like the kind advertised in FMoF 
which he said we should wear* there* Mine was a heavy Job with small 
slit for eye®, a small slit for the nose, and after about ten minutes 
wearing it 1 was blinded, as well as nearly suffocating to death* 

? When this was 'oyer* there were a. few more variety filler acts ' 
.scheduled by .LASFB also announced that th© LAWS films would be©hqm® 

SO' quite a few people trooped to the DuQuesn® room where the pro* ' 
jector and screen wab set up. Four film were show* The first was 
THE WORLD BESIDE US, an amatuer sf film which, While not up to pro
standards, was a conmehdable effort. Then came the Musquite Kid, 
the new LASFS film which I thought was a riot. Following that LITTLE 
RED RIDING HOOD,almost an abstract short feature was shown, which ; 
began with an ingenuiosly animated sequence called"rock ,fight" Which 
Rotsler, I think it was, did the camera magic on* ’ Af temrarda there 
was a commercial (on film) given by the eolf, while various charactors 
cavorted about in the scenery* After that the projector broke down 
and several LASFans began frantically calling the lobby. Since THE 
GENI was the only remaining film left, and since I had allready seen 
it.before, I left the room and went searching about, bumping into 
Various^ old and new' acquaintances, and accumulating more and more gig
natures in rv con booklet.

Earlier in the day I had been shown a copy of the Bosses Song
book, and after laughing myself hysterical over songs like "Jesus Ch
rist and The Twelve days of Marxmas" I vowed I must get a copy. 
It required some doing but! finally located Sandy Cutrell, paid him 50^ 
and came away with a copy. I had several opportunities to go over 
these songs too, once st the art exhibit with Ted Johnstone, Ruth Ber
man, Bruce Pelz and several others, again at the banquet where Bill 
Sarlll and I sang"Jesus Christ" till the food arrived, and also at the 
N3F room; 1622 where Wayne Dickey and I got in several verses and 
Lloyd Biggie may have joined in too*

I cane home with at least a dozen new fanzines—it seemed as 
if just about every fan-ed there was distributing his zine. I even 
helped Lynn Hivkman staple copies of the Annish of Jd-A and I must-n^ 
have endeared myself to him by stapling them backwards* But who ever 
heard .■ of the title and cover on the back, and a full lllo on the 
front? I saw where Lee Tremper still hasn’t tackled a facsimllie 
review of H#14 in SPACE' CAGE, I’m wondering if she ever will.

The fan play "The Purple Pastures" was a very well done af
fair, though Bruce Pelz was just about the only one who could be hear 
clearly in the back of the room, where I was sitting,

I’m not much of an eater, and the main reason I attended the 
banquet was to see the awards given out and hear the speeches, though 
after the chicken, and ©specially the pie that was served, I’m hot 
sorry I attended* The HUGO awards turned out precisely as I had . vot- , 
ed myself and it was very encouraging to see a show like TWILIGHT ZONE 
cop an award, and hear Rod Serling1 s letter of thanks being read by 
Asimov. The standing ovation that Heinlein received when he went up # 
to get the award for "Starship Troopers" was a very touching thing 
and the whole banquet had exactly the right balance of ser-eon and 

■ seriousness, • 'from James Blish’s very important sf speech which doser- * 
ves wide reprinting, to Isaac Asimov’s very witty comments* After
wards through the grapevine I learned there was a party going on in
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the Curtis room so I grabbed an elevator end teek it down, ah® 
deed there was a party in session, with Juanita Coulson singing folk
songs in one roan, in a truly beautiful voice and another room con- 
tainlng the liquid refreshments.. Hal Shapiro sold me a fannlsh song 
book fob a dollar, and I was so taken aback to find out that he was 
not the mean, bitching, conceited fellow that he was supposed to be 
that I guess I didn’t know what I was doing. "

• Since I could not possibly distribute all the ego-boo that
deserves to -be here, what I’m going to do is give a list of all those 
people whom I got? to sign my con book. Sb if you met me and you’re 
reading this look for your name? Anyway, my con book autograph sectior. 
reads as follows: Dick Schultz, Ed Meskya,' Bob Lambeck, Norm Metcalf, 
Andrew Heiss, Jerry Page, Bruce Henstell (who’s rapidly becoming aw- 
Other.Harlan Ellison), Al Lewis (California'/, Les Gerber, Emile Green
leaf, Bruce Pelz, George Spencer, Bjo, Judith Merril, Bill Plott, 
Lee Tremper, Ted Johnstone. Walter Breen, Andy Main, Ren Zllik, Jeff 
Wanshel, Ted White, Jo© Casey, Art Hayes, F.M. Busby, Elinor Busby, 
Les Nirenberg (yes, he reel)? Boyd Raeburn, Dave Prosser, Walt 
Cole, P. Schuyler Miller, R.W. Dickey, Jan Brodsky,Randall Garrett. 
Wally weber, John Koning, Jack Harness* Mward E. Smith, Buck Coulson. 
Juanita Coulson, Alma Hill, Bill Sarill, Eric Bentcliffe, Dick Eney, 
Ruth Berman, George Nins Raybinj. Janie Lamb, Donald Anderson, Barb! 
Johnson, Belle Deitz, Willy Ley, Sandy Sanderson, Joy Sanderson, 
Don Studebaker, Peggy HcKnight, Sidney E» Porcelln, Ed Wood, Forrest 
Ackerman, Dean McLaughlin, Hal Shapiro, Dick Lupoff, Pat Lupoff, Don. 
Ford, Hal Clement (Harry C. Stubbs), Ralph Holland, Ed Emsh, Art Rapp, 
James Blish, Avram Davidson, Larry Foscoe, Bill Ellern, Joni Cornell, 
Ellis Mills, Robert Madle, Fran Krueger, Ken Krueger, Bob Pavlet, 
Lloyd 'Biggie, H. Beam Piper, B. Jospeh Fekete, Harlan Ellison, JoF8” 
Christoff, George Scithers, Betsy Curtis, Lynn Hloiaian, Steve Scul- 
thels, James Warren, Phyllis Economou, Sandy Cutrell, Frank Prieto, 
and Hans Stefan Stotessan.

There were others of course, but I was uhable to corner every
one, and X feel that this list is net lacking in quality or fannlsh- 
ness at all.

I had been planning to hold a gathering in my room but besides 
me there were only J other fans in it, Joni Cornell at one time, and 
Ron Bilik and Peggy McKnlght at another, Lloyd Biggie had offered 
to take a poloroid picture of Joni ‘ Cornell and me together but I 
could never get all 3 of us together in one plane*

Most of the program I enjoyed tremdously, though I did feel 
that fabzine editors panel was dlssapointing. This was probably be* 

>oaUs© it was canceled from its original scheduled time at 11:00 pm 
bn.Sunday night and held Monday afternoon instead. I had rread so many 
glowing reports of the fan-ed panel at the DETENTION that I wab hop- 
ingthis would be similar. But then there was alway s something - tr> 
do,-and When, there Wasn’t Harlan would get up-and auction something 
or* I suppose Garrett would start singing some more dirty songs (he' 
probably knew more than anyone else there. ‘

. But, as I said, this is not aeon report. It may • like 
one, but I don t feel it really is. And next year I am hoping to be 
in Seattle if J can manage. Perhaps Joni Cornell will have the opp- 
urtunity to really kiss Wally Weber them.

'■'' *' ' /’ ' J -.-Mike Dhdkinger ’
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Redd Boggs .. ■ • ' - ■ . ■ ■'■■■'.•■■•
. 2209 Highland Place, N.E.

Mlweapolis 21, Mina*. . ■ ‘ , . ■: .■ - •■ •**
■ .. . .. That green blotter paper- of HOCUS #14 .,. :g^ve the-magazine- a

, rather turgid appearence, and the lack of lettering guide headings 
and artwork made the pages a bit daunting to read* The cover was kind 
of amusing, but it seemed rather foolish to waste that heavy cover

•. stock (which if you bought it must have cost a pretty penny} on such 
: . a. .gag*- (( No, not really* The fellow at the stationary store Was

, going, to get rid of a whole pile of that paper anyway, and • rather 
than make■ no1 profit at all on it, he offered to sell the-:pile to me 
for 75^# ■&* naturally I accepted the offer) I* '

Best thing In the issue was Berry’s ’’book-review" .which was 
carefully and Cleverly worked out, even though I know little about 
Gerber’s prowess with a Zap-gun.

„ Franson’a article is about ten years too late, isn’t it?
’ ■ . 'Bubh 'articles, were quite common circa 1950. I. certainly-'dis wee with

" . Fran son. that Planet* ■&.editors could separate genuine" hmrtor -from com, 
SM that the Vizigraph contained "fine examples of Wlting, unexcel

, led wit, and deep original thought". I don’ t remember reading any-- 
ahd I say this remembering that some of my friends of yesterday and 
todaycontributed a great many letters to the Vizigraph. One of the

f .. j^hihgs that I’mproudest; ,pf-.is that X never wrote any ,letters to the
' " Vizigraph, ’ though I admit I. -contributed few idiotic 'letter®

Jo Ggt^ Saturn and others. ; .
... . Rog .Ebert’s ’fanzine reviews, "Aro Gratia-'Egoboo"’has a clever

tftle there* Rog makes a timber pf good points here and there, but 
this department was really to short to make an impression, He seemed

• do .his beat job on. Rod Waggoner’s article in YANDRO;, ((Unfortun- 
. ataly ..that, Was Rog’;s first and last column for HOCUS, " how--that-he’s 

taken up a new fanzine of his own. gWHE, he reports that he just"
.. ,dpesn’Jhave, time for the;reviews<ll 1-.' ... ■ .-i: '

■ < Devoting half an issue to •letters' strlkes?me' as too- heavy
emphasis on the, past but most of the letters^were interesting. i*»- 
not very f^Qillar with the Hcollaborationsh between Lovecraft and Der- 
leth that AH has produced, but. other than that, such HPL works as

. Mi^rainalla and g^ething... about C at a' strikes- me as legitimate products
„ lohs, and .npt "literary gh^ullshwss* " •-' . ■ '
“ ’ ... "■ Alan Dodd asks/MSether Von Braun would "hold the. same exalted,, 

. position in the U*S. -that he does now" ..if the German rockets had-hit 
American cities during World tar 2. Possibly not; it would h^ve been 
more difficult to be realistic in that case. I’m not sure.whether 
Alan objects to the.U.S. employing Von Braun in the first place, or 
raising him to\his high. position* ■ I would hope that we’d, at least *

. employ him not matter wfept his' rockets had done, and if he-dld/good .
work too, I would hope, that we’d givehim,-.th^-recognition he deserved, * 
hot treat him as a slave, While they didn’t suffer so much from, rocket 
bombs, the Russian® certainly suffered, as painfully from german ag
gression as the Britons did during the war; yet they were not too f 
proyd or vindictive to accept help from captured German scientists* 
((I would., think the term accepting help" is a bit mild. Redd* The ‘ 
captured scientists were probably ordered to aid the Russians in

? the construction of bombs or missiles, or else be executed* Unde^
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the first place. If Burjpe would fSSZ?d.if\fe*H51B8 the V-8, la 
would be no more use for v-2s Old drudge maybe .there. it is difficult for the outstder^e^^! undwst<mdable"but 
blood spilled in the dark past” * ** reason for remembering

. . refleot’ataort”! naive®™ rttiSk?? SW"m'",and"Where was God1’ 
tallst Christians have! “ Sas^sed 80“e tandanuft-
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Greg Benford • . ■ , *
10521 Allegheny Drive
DallaSFr?A.onXls entertaining with his HJUTET STORIES letters. I re
member well those letters; they always struck me as being 99% composed 
of letters from Southern California fandom, revolving around 
imer & clan. The 7th and 8th fandom set seemed rather suited for ILAN- ? 
BT STORIES, since both seem to have been operating on the same level

-------in$RogifSert*is a fairly likable fmz reviewer. He may be right 
about my being pushed out of VOID, bpt I beleive my influence will be 
felt after awhile. Right now the zine is changing rapidly from th 
r sen do-GALAXY style and format which had plaugued us on all sides to F^ relSd, fS!o®entea zine. I have sore stuff coming up In fu- 
tnre issues, if Ted will eVer get out all 01 zhe annish.

The excerpt from The Liberal is rather stupid, I thought. Per
haps God is not a kinfly do-gooder, as the writer seems to look upon 
Him, but rather, perhaps, He Is merely another crea-ure, albeit on a 
higher plane than we, and is not all powerful in physical matters. ((S to advance it one step further, perhaps he doesn t give a damn 
about us)). Admittedly, mbrdern (and past) religon is in something 01 
a mess, but-this little sermon hardly refutes anytning vital to faith.

I liked ON THE BEACH very much, but- the whole tning seemed a bit 
contrived—after all, no matter how impossible it might seem to sur
vive, I tend to beleive sheer instinct would drive someone to build a 
bunker and secure supplies of oxygen and nitrogen, etc., and wait it 
out. I know I would have tried, and if the rain had eventually taken 
the dust out of the air, it might be possible to live again. At any 
rate, someonewould have trledT Even If it couldn't work, I tend to 
think a mass movement would have taken place to ®spaPe somewher-. 
People just aren’t as rational and fatalistic as Shute,((or Kramer)) 
seemed to imagine. Wat's more, the realization of the death of the. _ 
rest of the world was not Impressed upon the people—messages just 
Stopped coming In, that’s all. Such things as this don’t tend to im
press one emotionally with the death of the whole human race, and it 

• certainly would not have been enough to induce such fatalism.
((I think I disagree with you here, indicating that the rest of the 

.. ■wot.id was dead by ■ the cessation of outside radio contact Is a 8
Ifullv subtle way of pointing out the fact that no one^left
alite to operate, thd radio'equiptment. The biggest fallacy I thought, 
was the more respect, for Dodd’ s argument on von Braun if
he simply said "I don’t like him because he shot at me, and I couli 
n’t shoot back", for that’s what it is,you knowu He -peaks of h 
Krupp empire,-and Kesselring, and then says every other Nazi from 
S woSld wars is back in power. But this nonsense, because these and 
a few others are the only ones who have acheived any ‘
more there are many industrial giants in England, I could imagl # 
who rather enjoyed their Increased profits during the

41, 4-nnwcv. Tt in psrv to ■ sav Krupp & cohorts suppoited hitler ou ■ ^eer’evl? Intent? n^likely that they conceived hta
to be a powerful stopgap to the dangerous leftist movements of the * 
20s and early 50* s, and thought he could protect their economic ah- 
Ini social Interests. ((Or. give them the need to construct more 
bomhc °XS''"Tl"rAhta ere bad because they build bombs" thln|, 
vrhiVh it? so prevalent, seems somewhat awry. I don t claim that al. 
moral blame is to be placed upon others, but carping about scientist's
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could be more productively focused on generals or politicians or 
just people ((meaning that generals and politicians are not peo
ple?)), since they are all more or less responsible for the current 
state of affairs. Without atomic weapons, remember, we’d be vastly 
outnumbered by the Soviets and China, and any principles we stand for 
would go by the boards. t//////?/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
Ron Bennett
7 Southway 
Arthurs Ave, 
Harrogate . _
York., England

The biggest snag I’ve discovered about being a completist__I’m
a Bradbury completist you know—is in finding space for the books and 
mags when one moves house. ((Well, you can always move the house out 
along with youTH The problem is very real to me—I*m moving short
ly.

Yeh, we all think Campbell is wrong over here too. It seems to 
be an occupational hazard in American pro-editing that you end up 
crazy. ((And doesn’t this apply to fanzine editing as well))? 
//////////////////////////////////^/////////////n//////////////////// 
SFC Arthur H. Rapp RA36886935 
FB, 1st Msl Bn, 40th Arty 
Fort Bliss, Texas

Upon receiving HOCUS #14, I had a vague recollection that I had
n’t seen any issues before that. So I crept on hands and knees under 
my bed where I keep a crate of fanzine (haw, I bet you think I'm kid
ding) hauled it out, fished through the stack (wh ch my superhuman men
tality has prompted me to file alphebetically by title) to see what 
was the last issue of HOCUS I’d gotten.

Well surprise, surprise'.
The investigation turned up HOCUS #11, and #12, both of which 

I’m willing to state through a lie-detector I’d never laid eyes on 
before. I think, Mike, you should give uo making those snode remarks 
of yours about the Post Office; surely if they are so efficient that 
they can take the issues you entrust to them and not only deliver 
them to me, but sneak into my room, under my bed, and file them alpha
betically in my fanzine file, the poor malligned mailmen are perform
ing a service far above and beyond the call of duty.

The only problem Is; how do we stop them? After all, they ought 
to slow down in their appointed rounds at least long enough to let me 
look over the zines before placing them in my files, ((I really have 
no idea how to combat service like this, but I'll think about it)).

The Prosser cover on #11 is one of the two or three finest dem
onstrations of what can be done on a mlmeo stencil by an artist with 
patience and skill, that I have ever seen—and I’ve seen most of the 
attempts made in the past fifteen years or so.

I didn't care for the ghastly swamp-scum green paper you used 
in #14.

Perhaps it is because #14, alone of the three issues had no 
serious constructive article in its contents. ((Well, I'd say 
Franson’s article was at least semi-ser-con )). This confirms a 
long-held thesis of mine—that running humor will delight your readers, 
but unless you supplement the funny stuff with serious discussion, 
they’ll forget your zine as quickly as they forget the-daily newspaper. 
(By the way, Franson, Berry, and Nirenberg were all three excellant. 
I don't mean to downgrade them at all by classifying humor as less 
memorable than sercon stuff). -
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As someone who earns his living shooting off these crazy Buck 
Rogers rockets, I might point out to Dodd that von Braun was one of 
the principal designers of the corporal nicsile., which the British 
Army is now depending upon as part of its arsenal in case they ever 
need to shoot at enemies of the Empire, Lob's face it, von Braun, 
for all anyone knows, might be just as happy producing his stuff for 
a Nazi dictator than an American democracy, but he is obviously a 
monomaniac on the subject of space travel, and all he cares about 
is getting his rockets into space, not what people do with his Incid
ental discoveries along the line.

But if Dodd is going to hate Von Braun, shouldn’t he also hate 
such people as Faraday, who discovered the electromagnetic phenomena 
which ultimately enabled the Germans ' to develop radar, and thus use 
their guns to shoot down British bombers over Europe; or Henry Bes
semer, who invented guns that armed Hitler’s armies; or James Watt 
who invented the steam engine that became the locomotive that pulled 
the trains that carried the V-2s from the factories to the launching 
sites? Maybe he should deplore the British Museum reading room, 
where Karl Marx wrote Das Kapital and thus has perhaps set things up 
for World war 3, which will make WW2 look like a Sunday school picnic.

If I’m not mistaken, it was an Englishmab who during the Boer 
War, developed the process of preserving food In tins, an invention 
that has probably won more battles for Britian than any direct death
dealing weapon ever devised. Yet I’m sure anyone would look askance 
at a former enemy of England who regarded the Inventor as a war crim
inal. The poison gas Lewisite, the prop-synchronized machinegun for 
aircraft, and the plastic explosive used for blowing up enemy bridges 
and stuff, all were invented by presumably respectably Britons: does 
Dodd feel that all these people should be regarded as outcasts of hum
anity because of their responsibility for the death of numerous fel
low humans in the course of carious wars? 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
Jack L. Chalker
5111 Liberty Heights Ave, 
Baltimore 7, Maryland

Now this Is the United States of America, and we have the right 
to say or beleive what we want. I’m not disputing that. But when 
I see that an editor has not just said ”I don’t beleive in God”, as 
many do, but keeps on and starts to REBUKE and MAKE AN ABSOLUTE FOOL 
OF GOD AND THE'PERSONS BELEIVING IN HIM, I get the opinion that per
son stinks. ((While all you self-appointed spokesmen for the deity 
have castigated me for uttering such blasphemy, I still have heard 
no complaints from either God himself, or Jesus Christ. Since it’s 
perfectly wrong and irrational for me not to beleive in God, I pre
sume the silence, on the part of the above named persons indicates 
their approval in my anti-religious views. Until I hear from com
plaints from those I allegedly Insult, rather than self-appointed 
spokesmen, I will not change my opinions)). I don’t hold this against 
you have mention your views on religon elsewhere to me. That’s your 
privlllge and my oplhlon of you and your end are not of value here. 
((Talk what you want about my views, but let’s leave my end out of, > 
this, ok))? But by putting that ’’Your name Is J. Christ, esq.” on 
your "why you are receing this" list is not my Idea of a jokei ((Why 
not, can’t you conceive of a New York lawyer named Joseph Christ))? * 
It’s my Idea of a dirty insult to the persons of this country who do 
beleive in God (and that* s their privlllge too). ((Why are you com- . 
plaining—that line checked on your copy))? I can’t imagine 
anyone so common as to make fun—no, to actually ridicule—one per-



son’s set of value, his beleifs, his whole way of feeling,((Why not, 
y isn’t it done every day))? .
• The reprinting of the paragraph from The Liberal, obviously
. written by a man who has no sense of values and no common sense what

soever did not belong in an amatuer publication, least of all your 
own, ((Why))? It sounded vaguely communistic, for one thingy, 
and It'W'fQlFof holes, for another. ((Or maybe it was so well 
written that the only way to criticize it would be in abstract, un- 
applicable terms)), '
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
Harry Warner Jr.
423 Summit Ave.
Hagerstown, Maryland

((Harry is ressurecting old stationary, apparently, ’ This 
letter was typed on a greyish paper, with a blue printed headingiDlx- 
ie Fantasy Federation, and under lt:Earle Barr Hanson;President, 
Joseph Gilbert;Secretary,Harry Jenkins:Treasurer, and an advisory 
board of:Fred Fischer,Harry Warner Jr.,Art Sehnert.Jack Speer, and 
W.B. McQueen. Harry, how old is this anyway))?

I liked Franson’s article Immensely, and only wish that he’d 
gone ahead and used the names that belong to the quoted items. Every
one in fandom wrote things in the past that he’d like to wipe out of 
existence, but there’s no reason to be ashamed of them. Until some 
prozine starts up one of the hectic-type letter columns again, I might 
suggest that fans would do well to keep in practice by pepping up 
their letters to fanzines a bit more, and taking^ more care in them.

The Berry item impresses me as the funniest thing he's written 
since the Detention. Not the best in an absolute sense, since he’s tur
ned out a lot of very fine, more serious material lately. Les Niren
berg' s story makes an odd contrast: it’s quite well done, but after 
reading it I hastily turned back to the Berry story and re-read 
parts to get back into a good and jolly mood again.

The Von Braun argument is one that could involve ail sorts of 
added areas, if fans really got interested in it. For instance, some
one" might point out that the British are reacting that way toward him 
because the British Isles are almost the only spot on Earth that has 
not known the horrors of actual physical presence of war for cent
uries and centuries; every other nation, including the United States 
has had Its own territory as a battleground, while the British have 
escaped everything except air raids. Let me hasten to say that this 
is not my opinion, or at least an awfully misleading section of part 
of my opinion, but I doubt if that occurs to the Britishers at all. 
Another point is that the United States may feel less angry with Von 
Braun than england, because the U.S. is like Germany; a basically mil- 
ateristic nation that delights in American Legions and war games and 
Independance day Parades and ultimatums to Russia. The British go 
to every extreme to avoid a war, then fight itbecause there is no 
other way to survive; the U.S. jumps into one ever quarter-century be
cause It sees what it considers to be a cause of war. As a result, 
a genuis at creating a weapon of war is much admired, subconciously 
while the war Is on, and openly • when it’s ended. The U.S. has

• fought most of the world’s important nations, Including Itself, exc
ept Russia. Should we feel towards the Britishers as the Britishers 
feel toward von Braun because of what happened here in 1812?

////////////////////
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